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Undergrad
default rate
beats U.S.
average

BendingBack

by asthaa chaturvedi
Hatchet Reporter

anne wernikoff | photo editor

Freshman gymnast Katrina Hufnagel performs a floor routine in the Smith Center Sunday. The GW gymnastics team won its meet against
William & Mary with a season-high team score of 192.500. Leslie Delima won the all-around category with a score of 38.825.

See LOANS: Page 5

Housing nixes squatting option

GW tuition for 2011-2012
academic year
$42,905

$44,148

by amanda d'ambra
Hatchet Staff Writer

thousands

University
increases
tuition by
2.9 percent
by gabrielle marush
Hatchet Staff Writer
The University’s highest governing body voted to increase tuition to
$44,148 for incoming students during its quarterly meeting Friday.
The 2.9 percent increase, approved by the Board of Trustees, is
slightly lower than GW’s 3 percent
tuition increases over the past 3
years, and almost a full percentage
point lower than increases passed by
other city schools.
“We’re trying to keep tuition
growth as low as possible. We want
to get off that list of most expensive
universities,” University President
Steven Knapp said.
GW habitually made the top 10
of Forbes Magazine’s annual list of
the most expensive colleges in the
country, boasting the No. 1 spot in
2008, before falling to the No. 11 spot
in 2010.
The Board, along with other top

GW undergraduates default on significantly less federal student loans compared to their peers nationally, according
to newly released government data.
Less than 1.5 percent of undergraduates defaulted on their federal student
loans in 2008, according to data from the
Department of Education. The GW default rate is about 6 percent less than the
national average for private institutions.
Only 47 of the 3,211 GW graduates
who entered the repayment phase of their
loans in 2008 defaulted by Sept. 30, 2010.
Georgetown University’s default rate is
just slightly higher than GW’s. American
University’s rate is less than 1 percent
higher than the default rate at GW.
For-profit institutions showed the
highest default rates, with 25 percent of
borrowers unable to pay back loans. Public colleges and universities had default
rates of 10.8 percent. Loan default data is
grouped into cohorts by type of institution – public, private or for-profit.
The data show that default rates are
on the rise, up 0.3 percent from 2007.
Jane Glickman, a spokeswoman for
the Department of Education, said many
students and their families have been

University officials, pledged to keep
tuition2010-2011
increases low2011-2012
during the fiyear boosting tuition
nancial crisis, only
Graphic by eve chan
Source: office of university media relations

to match inflation in recent years.
The average increase in tuition
and fees for GW’s 42 market basket
schools has been 3.8 percent every
year over the past 5 years, according
to a University news release.
Last year, New York University
saw a 3.4 percent tuition increase
and Boston University saw a 3.7 percent increase, according to data from
the Chronicle of Higher Education.
The $44,148 amount excludes additional fees for labs and room and
board.
See TUITION: Page 5

GW
Housing
Programs
scrapped its squatting program for
next year, citing low participation
numbers as the reason to end the
program that allowed juniors and
seniors to remain in the same
residence hall for more than 1
year.
Director of Housing Programs
Seth Weinshel said the decision
to end the program was made in
tandem with the Residence Hall
Association – a student group that

deals with housing issues. RHA
members felt the program was not
fair to students, as it hindered the
housing assignment process from
being completely open and equal
for everyone.
“With [the Residence Hall
Association], we decided to
eliminate the option to squat rooms
completely,” Weinshel said. “It
wasn’t fair to the entire student
population, and we decided we
should give everyone an equal
opportunity to get these rooms
since they are so limited.”

When South Hall opened
as a seniors-only residence hall
in fall 2009, only 80 seniors had
applied to squat their rooms for
the 2009-2010 year, down from 350
in the previous year. The number
rebounded slightly for this
academic year, with 180 students
opting to squat.
Housing and RHA made the
decision last year to only allow
students to squat their room types,
but not their exact room.
See HOUSING: Page 5

GW may decentralize Career Center
by matthew kwiecinski
Hatchet Reporter

Students seeking career advice may soon be able to receive
targeted assistance from their individual schools, in an effort to
help students land jobs in a tough
economy.
Students seeking job advice
currently go to a centralized Career Center for help with resumes
and interview techniques, among
other services. The new model, if
adopted, will likely decentralize
that process, and provide students
resources that directly relate to

their professional fields of study.
“In a decentralized approach,
each school has their own career
center, reporting to the dean of the
school,” said Murat Tarimcilar, vice
dean of programs and education
in the School of Business. “Each
school would hire its own staff.”
The idea to decentralize career
services sprung from the Career
Services Task Force.
The task force will present its
findings – which point to a decentralized career services approach
– to the president and the provost
next month.

“The goal is to establish a distinguished, University-wide career
culture by utilizing academic and
co-curricular offerings,” Tarimcilar
said.
The new model is based on the
business school, which has been
operating its own career center for
3 years.
“Our career center works with
both our undergraduate and graduate students to prepare them for
a professional career,” Tarimcilar
said. “Our student satisfaction has
See CAREER: Page 5

Landlord shuts down Adams Mill
by priya anand
Assistant News Editor
The bar where Laura Treanor
drank the night before she died,
will shut its doors Sunday after the
bar’s landlord decided to not renew its lease.
Adams Mill Bar and Grill manager Paulie Kerinf said the bar is
being forced to close because the
property’s owner did not want to
house the business any longer.
The bar has faced a series of investigations by the Alcoholic Beverage Regulation Administration
over the past years.
Treanor visited the bar Jan. 22,
2009, the night before she was found
dead in her Ivory Tower room.
A week earlier, ABRA levied a

$12,000 fine and a 10-day suspension on Adams Mill. The penalties
were levied after ABRA determined
the bar served alcohol after hours
and to overly intoxicated patrons,
according to ABRA documents obtained by The Hatchet.
That October, the bar served
undercover investigators shots and
mixed drinks in addition to beverages they ordered, violating a D.C.
law that prohibits serving customers “back-up drinks” – or more
drinks before prior drinks are finished.
Bartenders at Adams Mill also
drank shots while serving the investigators, according to an ABRA
report. Adams Mill has also seen
ownership switches over the past
few years to save the bar’s liquor

license after multiple violations.
An ABRA investigation of Adams Mill was launched 8 months after Treanor died, but stalled shortly
thereafter. An ABRA spokeswoman
did not immediately respond to
a request for comment on Adams
Mill’s closing.
Kerinf declined to provide contact information or the name of the
building’s landlord.
The bar held a farewell party
Sunday evening. Serving customers on a cash-only basis, the managers and staff reflected on 11 years
as one of D.C.'s favorite summer
hangouts.
“Adams Mill was an icon here
for Adams Morgan and has been
here for 11 years and will be surely
missed,” Kerinf said. u
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Adams Mill Bar and Grill closed permanently Sunday after its landlord declined to
renew the bar's lease. The establishment hosted a farewell party Sunday.
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Columnist Alyssa Rosenthal says the University needs to
revamp its ISS help process. • Page 4
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Mush Records offers to sign sophomore Drew Bandos,
who hopes to release his album this June. • Page 6

SJS finds no alcohol dependency

None of the 29 students assessed for alcohol
dependency were found to have the condition.
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University expands medical coverage

Opposite-sex domestic partners offered GW plan.
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Sec. Hillary Clinton to
speak at SMPA
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is
expected to make a major announcement
regarding Internet freedom Tuesday at
the Jack Morton Auditorium.
The State Department is billing Clinton’s speech, titled “Internet Rights and
Wrongs: Choices and Challenges in a
Networked World,” as policy statement.
The speech starts at 12:30 p.m.
University spokeswoman Emily Cain
did not return a request for comment on
whether student tickets would be available.
Clinton gave a similar speech about
Internet freedom last month at the
Newseum, focusing global free speech
and expression.
The former presidential candidate
was last on campus in October 2009,
speaking with Secretary of Defense Robert Gates in a joint interview in Lisner
Auditorium.

–Madeleine Morgenstern

Correction
In "Letter to the editor" (Feb.10, pg.
4), The Hatchet misspelled the name
of Tom Luley. In the same section, The
Hatchet misspelled the name of Amanda Galonek. We apologize for these errors.

Clarification
On Feb. 10, an early version of page
4, the opinions page, was published instead of the edited page. This page included unedited versions of columns,
missing headlines and the wrong version
of the staff editorial. This error occurred
because of a technical malfunction. The
Hatchet regrets the mistake.
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Participants in the Cupid’s Undies run start their run Saturday afternoon at the Pour House – a bar near Capitol Hill. The run raised money
for the Children’s Tumor Foundation – which supports research for children suffering from neurofibromatosis.
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Audio slideshow

video

Cupid’s Undie Run

Pink Zone halftime show

slideshow

Participants run around the Capitol in
their underwear to raise money for charity.

The women’s basketball team supports breast
cancer research at the annual halftime event.

The gymnastic team tackles the Tribe
Sunday afternoon at the Smith Center.
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Colonials take on William and Mary

14

Wednesday

15

Students in Service Fest

A Night with an Exorcist

Rep. Debbie Wasserman Shultz

Health Fair!

Find out how to get more
involved in service around the
District.
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom •
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Listen to a Vatican-certified exorcist at
this event sponsored by the Newman
Center.
St. Stephen’s Church •
7:15 to 9 p.m.

Join the College Democrats for a talk with
a Florida congresswoman who advocates
for women’s and LGBT rights.
Marvin Center room 301 •
7:30 p.m.

Pick up goodie bags and get a massage at
the annual Health Fair. Healthy cooking
demonstrations will be conducted.
Health & Wellness Center •
5 to 6:30 p.m.
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University may revamp J Street, Sodexo partnership
by ashley larkin
Hatchet Reporter
The University, faced
with the possibility of competition from new dining venues moving in to The Avenue,
is looking to revamp J Street
dining.
Speaking at the Board
of Trustees meeting Friday,

trustee Allan From said GW
hopes to create a “more inviting place” for students to eat
and congregate.
From said the implementation process would take
about 2 years, once plans were
formulated and approved.
“We’re looking to reconfigure the Marvin Center dining experience,” From said.

The University is also reviewing the mandatory food
purchasing policy, he added,
but said no decisions have
been made on that program
either. Freshmen are required
to spend $700 per semester
and sophomores are required
to spend $250 per semester
at Sodexo-run dining facilities on campus. The program

has been a point of contention
with students who find it restrictive.
Sodexo is 5 years into an
exclusive 10-year contract
with the University. Ditching
the mandatory spending program would require renegotiating the contract.
Student Association President Jason Lifton said the SA,

along with other GW administrative offices, is taking part
in a “total review of the GW
dining model."
“Given GW’s unique location, it has become quite
apparent that a traditional
college meal plan does not
work here,” Lifton said.
Senior Associate Vice
President for Administra-

tion Ed Schonfeld declined to
elaborate on the changes.
“The University’s campus
support services organization
is evaluating GW Dining Services for students as part of
its ongoing effort to ensure
and improve value, quality
and service throughout GW’s
campus dining venues,” he
said. u

Former student
poses greatest
terror threat to U.S.
by priya anand
Assistant News Editor

jordan emont | contributing photo editor

GW Students Against Sexual Assault left a message in Kogan Plaza Thursday about the number of students who could be affected by sexual
assault, as part of its 3,000 campaign. The 4-day campaign's purpose was to raise awareness about sexual assault resources on campus.

Org pushes for sexual assault education
by samantha stone
Hatchet Staff Writer
A group of students
pushed the University to better publicize sexual assault resources for students during a
4-day campaign last week.
GW Students Against
Sexual Assault – a student organization launched to help
spread awareness about sexual assault resources – set up
tables in 10 residence halls on
the Foggy Bottom and Mount
Vernon campuses to promote
what members feel is a startling lack of sexual education
at GW.
The
campaign
was
launched following a December study which found that a
majority of GW students are
uninformed about how to report or seek help following a
sexual assault.
About 74 percent of those
surveyed said they don’t feel
GW educates students about
available resources for sexual
assault victims, the survey
found.
“One of the things we
were most concerned about
was getting campus resources more publicly known
throughout the GW commu-

nity,” SASA President Emily
Rasowsky said.
She said the group doesn’t
believe the University properly publicizes available resources regarding sexual assault.

"We wanted to,
overall, get students
talking about the
issue and get the
information out
there."
Emily rasowsky
SASA President

“While there are places for
vast improvement, one thing
that I hope to stress is that we
are not starting from zero and
that there are many students
and staff that feel strongly
about improving what we
have,” Rasowsky said.
Katie Bean, assistant director for the Center for Alcohol
and other Drug Education and
SASA’s adviser, said there are

services available on campus
to assist survivors of sexual
assault.
Bean said the Sexual Assault Crisis Consultation Team
trains staff members to be oncall advocates for sexual assault survivors.
“SACC Team members
will assist the survivor by
identifying the options available in regards to medical,
legal, judicial, counseling or
other needs,” Bean said in an
e-mail.
The service is available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
The Student Health Service
provides basic treatment for
survivors, but encourages
them to go to the Washington
Hospital Center – D.C.’s base
for nurses who provide rape
kits – to receive free examinations and treatment, she said.
University Police will
provide free transportation to
any hospital for students in
this situation. The University
Counseling Center also offers
individual and group therapy
sessions, another service available 24/7, Bean said.
The group chose the number 3,000 to brand its campaign because statistically one
in three individuals is sexually

assaulted in his or her lifetime,
Rasowsky said. If that statistic
is applied to the nearly 10,000
GW undergraduate students,
then 3,000 students at GW
could become victims of sexual assault in their lifetimes.
She said the statistic is
a combination of two Rape,
Abuse and Incest National
Network statistics that estimate one in six women and
one in 33 men will be sexually
assaulted in their lifetimes. Rasowsky said there is variation
in sexual assault statistics from
different sources due to a lack
of reporting that occurs.
“We wanted to, overall,
get students talking about the
issue and get the information
out there,” Rasowsky said.
A poster campaign was a
build-up leading to Thursday,
when SASA set up tables in
Kogan Plaza, Marvin Center,
University Yard and Ivory
Tower to provide information
and statistics about its cause.
“Our most successful tabling event was in Thurston,”
Communications chair Carsen
Zarin said. “It was great because we love to reach out
to freshmen and share information with them about the
cause.”u

SMPA professor elected anthropological fellow
Harvey chosen for her
study of Internet
anthropology

photo by muhammad ud-deen | under creative commons license

A national security expert told Congress that Anwar al-Awlaki,
pictured above, is the biggest threat to U.S. security.

SASS plans broad
restructure of dept.

by jake swirsky
Hatchet Reporter
School of Media and Public Affairs
professor Kerric Harvey was elected a fellow of the United Kingdom’s Royal Anthropological Institute for her research on
the anthropology of the Internet.
Harvey’s research examines the effect
of new media on society and politics, particularly with the concept of dramatic conflict transformation, in which people use
role-playing and the arts to solve conflicts
with modern technology and the Internet.
Harvey said she hopes her fellowship
appointment can “give the idea of a virtualized DCT more exposure in order to
solve conflicts while they are still preventable, before they occur.”
While her appointment won’t affect
day-to-day teaching at SMPA, she said she
hopes to be able to involve her students at
some point in future institute research.
SMPA Director Frank Sesno said the
whole department is very proud of Harvey’s appointment.
“[SMPA is] extremely excited to see

A former GW student
poses the greatest terror threat
to the United States, a leading
national security expert said
during a congressional hearing
Wednesday.
Anwar al-Awlaki, a radical
Islamic terrorist who attended
the Graduate School of Education and Human Development
in 2001, is the biggest threat to
the nation’s security, National
Counterterrorism Center Director Michael Leiter said.
Leiter told the House of
Representatives Committee
on Homeland Security that
al-Awlaki, a dual U.S.-Yemeni
citizen and leader of al-Qaeda
in the Arabian Peninsula, is
a cause of concern due to his
familiarity with the West.
Al-Awlaki is linked to the
9/11 hijackers and the Fort
Hood shooting, and is believed
to have a hand in planning the
failed underwear bombing of
Northwest Airlines Flight 253.
Times Square bombing
suspect Faisal Shahzad told
investigators in May al-Awlaki
was an inspiration.

Al-Awlaki is also a threat
because
he
encourages
homegrown extremists –
those with longstanding ties
to the U.S. – to join terrorist
organizations overseas, Leiter
said.
“There are several others
who we’re concerned with, but
I think [al]-Awlaki probably
does have the greatest audience
on the Internet and the likes,”
Leiter said. “In that sense, he’s
the most important.”
Born in New Mexico, alAwlaki, 39, lived in Yemen
for a portion of his childhood
before returning to the U.S. to
further his education.
While at GW as a parttime doctoral student, alAwlaki served as an assistant
to a Muslim chaplain who
was a member of the now
defunct Interfaith Board of
Chaplains.
After the 9/11 attacks, alAwlaki fled to Yemen, later
developing a connection with
Major Nidal Malik Hasan, an
army psychiatrist responsible
for shooting and killing 13
fellow soldiers at the Fort
Hood military base in Texas in
November 2009. u

by katherine rodriguez
Hatchet Reporter

JORDAN EMONT | contributing photo editor

School of Media and Public Affairs professor Kerric Harvey was elected a fellow of the Royal
Anthropological Institute, located in the United Kingdom, for her research on the anthropology of the Internet.

what professor Harvey’s fertile, creative
and evolutionary mind will come up with
next,” Sesno said.
Ash McDaniel, a senior and one of
Harvey’s students, described the GW experience as being “incomplete without a

Kerric Harvey class.”
“The great thing about professor Harvey, she piques your interest in a subject
you had never even known existed, and
makes you look at yourself and the world
differently,” McDaniel said. u

Multimedia Reporters Wanted
Learn to produce the videos, web content and audio slideshows that are the cutting
edge of journalism.
Email web@gwhatchet.com

Student Academic Support
Services will undergo a broad
restructuring over the next few
months, as part of a push by the
University to expand diversity,
a top administrator said Friday.
Dean of Students Peter
Konwerski said the restructuring process began shortly after
he entered his position last May.
He said the merger of SASS
with the provost’s office, and
the naming of Steven Lerman
as provost, provided a chance
to rethink the mission of serving students.
“There has to be the opportunity and the ability in an
organization to constantly look
at [the changing needs of students],” Danielle Lico, special
assistant to the senior associate
vice president, said. “I think
now is the opportune time.”
Konwerski declined to
give details of the structuring,
instead saying it is a work-inprogess and will include staff
and student opinion.
One of SASS’ priorities during the restructuring is finding
“the right mix and structure for
diversity on campus,” Konwerski said.
The LGBT Resource Center is an example of an area in
which the University is trying
to build a broader affinity for
diversity. Though the center
has been without a director for
more than two months, he said

an interim director would be
hired in the next few weeks to
fill an immediate need while
SASS analyzes its distribution
of resources for the campus as
a whole.
SASS’ budget remains
static, Konwerski said, limiting the department from making all of the changes it wants
to.
“I think one of the things
that we’re always struggling
with is, to do more, we have to
do less of something,” he said.
Konwerski did not say
which programs specifically
would be cut, but he said the
restructuring would require a
more efficient use of resources,
both in terms of money and
staff.
“One of the biggest budget
items we have is the people. So
if we think about, 'How do you
deploy people differently?'
Or, 'How do you get people
working together differently?'
” Konwerski said, indicating
a desire for various programs
within SASS to work more collaboratively together.
The organizational realignment will occur in pieces that
will roll out over the next few
months, he said. To achieve its
goal of expanding diversity,
Konwerski said SASS needs
to start a conversation with
students, faculty, alumni and
other stakeholders about their
priorities.
-Andrea Vittorio contributed to
this report.
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Opinions Editor
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Quotable

–University President Steven Knapp, on the Board of Trustees voting to increase tuition
by only 2.9 percent, almost a percentage point lower than GW's market basket schools.

Enough
with the
GWireless
timeouts

A shot at YouTube stardom

Restore JEC's power
to file violations

by Sara Fischer

The Joint Elections Committee – the
oversight body for student-wide elections – has historically been tasked with
two roles. The first was to scrutinize SA
campaigns and investigate violations.
The second was to decide whether those
violations deserved repercussions.
But the people the JEC held accountable banned the body from filing violations. Though members of the
JEC have extensive knowledge of rules,
procedures and traditions, they are
now barred from filing infringements
against candidates.
The public is still allowed to file violations. Friends working for campaigns
are allowed to file violations on other
campaigns. But the people who spent a
great deal of time learning the ins and
outs of SA campaigns cannot.
The SA Senate was overstepping its
boundaries in its decision to strip the
JEC of its ability to file violations.
After all, SA Senators who voted
on this amendment will most likely be
running for high-stakes positions this
election season. Now who will keep an
eye on the student body's governing organization if its arm of accountability is
powerless?

The SA Senate was
overstepping its boundaries
in its decision to strip the
JEC from its power to file
violations.
Of course, the JEC is not perfect.
The election process is not perfect. In
the past, individuals on the JEC have
abused their power. They have dragged
out the election season much longer
than necessary.
But this is not representative of the
body itself; it simply highlights the
need for the SA Senate to appoint the
right people to JEC positions.
This rule that says JEC investigators are not allowed to file violations
is extremely flawed. These students are
qualified and knowledgeable in this
area, and to take away that responsibility is dangerous for students.
The JEC has played an important
role in holding candidates accountable.
For the SA Senate, which is full of future candidates, to minimize the role of
this body reflects poorly upon the institution.
The SA Senate should amend the
charter to restore the power for JEC investigators to file campaign violations.
We hope the SA Senate has the ability to
admit when it is wrong.
We also hope the JEC has the ability
to keep itself in check. The effectiveness
and reputation of the SA is at stake.
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W students want to know
what’s going on with
their Internet.
GWireless, the on-campus
connection to the Web, is reliably unreliable. Internet has
timed out too many times to
count this semester, causing major inconveniences to students
attempting to take online quizzes or complete homework assignments.
GW doesn’t seem to understand that the lack of Internet is
not just a problem because we
can’t watch Hulu. Cutting off
the Internet subjects students to

Alyssa Rosenthal
Writer

Letters to the editor
Why we changed
the JEC charter
Our student government
is broken. While most student
governments are weak and
ineffective, ours is particularly appalling because its members no longer try.
When I was a freshman
senator at my former school,
SUNY Rockland Community
College, we accomplished
little, but at least we were trying. The Student Association’s
biggest accomplishment last
semester was getting a new
copy machine.
I ran for the SA Senate
because I’m passionate about
fixing the problems posed
by Student Judicial Services.
Instead of confronting the issues we all want resolved, the
SA Senate has let another year
slip away to internal reforms.
I’ve spent my time in the SA
Senate confirming people for
positions that don’t do anything, and debating over the

Clairification on
the GSPM search

Can you draw?

H

" We want to get off that list of most expensive universities."
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Staff Editorial

Annu Subramanian
Contributing Editor
asubramanian@gwhatchet.com

Two pieces concerning the
search for a Graduate School
of Political Management executive director were published in recent editions of
The Hatchet. I would like to
take the opportunity to clarify
some misconceptions.
Six of the nine members
of the search committee are
members of the University
faculty. One is a part-time faculty member in the College
of Professional Studies, and a
distinguished political science
professor is chair. Candidates
for the position gave lectures
and forums that were open to
all: students, alumni, administrators, adjunct faculty and
full-time faculty. The search
has followed all of the high
standards set for such committees by the University, including faculty involvement.
I respect the search committee process. The search
committee, with its faculty
orientation, conducts the outreach, interviews candidates
and makes recommendations.
It is a process that does not directly involve me as the dean,
though I will make the final
decision concerning the outcome.
I discussed the need for a

ever-longer and more complicated rules and bylaws.
This year we’ve rewritten the
bylaws, the Senate Rules and
the Joint Elections Committee
Charter, yet no one is any better off.

We had a chance
to get to the root of
the problem without
tempers flaring.
Last week, I’d finally had
enough. The SA Senate and
the JEC were haggling over a
series of changes to the new
edition of the JEC Charter.
Most of the changes were relatively uncontroversial, but for
some reason the rhetoric just
kept getting more heated. I
knew I couldn’t watch yet another meeting go by where we
weren’t going to get anything
done, so I proposed that we
go into an executive session.
We had a chance to get to

the root of the problem without tempers flaring. But, the
real problem was that we had
to meet behind closed doors
to handle a few simple questions. Instead of dealing with
issues that students actually
care about, we were meeting
behind closed doors to deal
with internal reforms.
We should spend our time
meeting with administrators
– instead of fighting fights
that no one cares about – educating ourselves on the issues
and talking to our fellow students about how we can make
GW better for all of us.
It is our job to make critical changes clear to the University. We need to know the
issues, because anything less
is nothing short of a disgrace.
And we need to talk to our fellow students, because they’re
what really matter at the end
of the day.
Jason Kaplan
–The writer, a junior majoring in political communication,
is a senator for the Columbian
College.

Along with faculty, I preferred a terminal degree,
which tends to bring a record of thoughtfulness
in considering longer-term trends – whether
through publications, research or otherwise.

terminal degree with faculty
and members of the upper
administration. Along with
faculty, I preferred a terminal
degree, which tends to bring
a record of thoughtfulness
in considering longer-term
trends – whether through
publications, research or otherwise.
Faculty members who
have valuable, current practical experience continue to be
essential and within the rich
tradition of GSPM. This semester, 59 percent of the parttime faculty teaching courses
in GSPM are practitioners
who do not have terminal
degrees but who are rich in
practical expertise. That said,
in an academic setting, leadership credentials are generally
necessary for good working
relationships among faculty as well as to enhance the
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value of a program and the
value of a student’s graduate
degree. We are fortunate in
the District because there are
a number of people who hold
terminal degrees outside of
academia. In recent years, as
many as 44 percent of Congressional members have held
terminal degrees, especially
the juris doctor. However, I
do recognize that there can be
room for honest disagreement
on this point. The Hatchet’s
reference to Frank Sesno, who
holds a bachelor’s degree, offers one example. Mr. Sesno
provides extraordinary and
experienced School of Media
and Public Affairs leadership,
as we all recognize.
I fully appreciate the opportunity to comment.
Dr. Kathleen M. Burke
–The writer is the dean of the
College of Professional Studies.

disadvantages in the classroom.
When the Internet arbitrarily
times out, so does the student’s
work, unless the issue is taken
up with a merciful professor.
I asked Rachel Blevins, a
communication and marketing
manager for the Division of Information Technology, how difficult it is for GW to respond to
GWireless timeouts and Internet
failures. She told me these issues can be resolved quickly, as

It makes no sense that
when the Internet times
out we are expected to
electronically notify ISS
of this.

long as a student submits a Web
ticket to ISS outlining his or her
problem. This seems like an illogical answer to the problem.
How can you send ISS an electronic ticket saying your wireless is down when you have no
Internet?
After talking to students
across several residence halls, I
realized this technological turmoil is hardly an isolated incident.
On one Saturday in December, the Internet in West Hall
timed out for the entire day,
sparking an exodus to the already overcrowded Eckles and
Gelman libraries during finals
weekend.
GW either needs to fix
GWireless or stop assigning
anything that has to do with the
Internet. And since the latter is
practically impossible, GW must
address the former in a more innovative way.
It makes no sense that when
the Internet times out we are expected to electronically notify
ISS of this. Obviously when the
Internet times out, I can’t e-mail
ISS and let it know. I also don’t
see myself walking up to Eckles
or hopping on the bus to Foggy
when the Internet times out at
about 11 p.m. – which I have
found that, individually, is my
Internet’s favorite time to ignore
my requests to log in – just to
see if ISS could maybe do something to save my grade.
It is a good thing that ISS
culls Web ticket complaints
about GWireless timeouts and
attempts to resolve them. But
aside from the logistical obstacle
of not being able to notify ISS
when the Internet is down, too
many students have never heard
of ISS.
ISS needs to create a better
plan when it comes to addressing student complaints because
an online ticket just isn’t going
to cut it.
–The writer is a freshman
majoring in journalism.
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SJS finds no alcohol dependency
by nicole mortimer
Hatchet Reporter
Student Judicial Services ordered less than 30
students to undergo addiction assessments during
this past fall semester, and
found none to be dependent on alcohol.
Twenty-nine students
have undergone certified
alcohol addiction assessments, a new policy implemented after the University
re-evaluated alcohol sanctions over the summer.
The University implemented the new policy to
assess repeat alcohol transports in an effort to decrease

the number of students
who temporarily leave GW
for alcohol-related offenses. GW's old policy led to
19 student suspensions and
withdrawals from the University for second alcoholrelated hospital transports
in 2009.
Medical professionals
determined that offering
alcohol education in place
of suspensions would be a
more appropriate solution,
Assistant Dean of Students
and head of SJS Tara Pereira previously said.
Fifteen of the 29 students assessed for alcohol
dependency were required
to receive assessments be-

cause they were transported
to the hospital for overconsumption of alcohol more
than once. Assessments are
given to repeat transports
prior to hearings with SJS.
The other 14 students
were sanctioned with addiction assessments as a
result of judicial processes
after the alcohol-related incidents, Pereira said.
“Students who are sanctioned with a [certified addictions counselor] assessment typically have been
documented in multiple
incidents associated with
alcohol and/or other drugs
or have had a particularly
egregious violation of the

drug and alcohol policy,”
Pereira said in an e-mail.
Pereira added that students assessed for alcohol
dependency are assigned
certified addictions counselors who then diagnose
and make recommendations for further treatments,
if needed.
The addictions assessments facilitate the University’s ability to tailor alcohol education to specific
students.
She added that students
are only assessed for addiction if their substance
abuse warrants that level
of intervention and education. u

University expands medical coverage
Opposite-sex
domestic partners
offered GW plan
by andrea vittorio
Campus News Editor
The University expanded faculty and staff medical
benefits to cover oppositesex domestic partners, a
University official confirmed last week.
GW has offered health
benefits for same-sex domestic partners for several
years, and University of-

ficials said the additional
coverage for opposite-sex
partners allows unmarried
couples in committed relationships to receive the same
benefits as married couples,
like group life insurance.
“It is our goal to provide
benefits for our employees
that are as comprehensive
and inclusive as possible,”
Chief Human Resources Officer Louis Lemieux said. “We
added this coverage in 2011
to respond to the needs of our
current employees, as well as
stay current in today’s market
so that we can continue to attract great talent.”
To add a domestic partner of the same or oppo-

site sex to a benefit plan,
an employee must fill out
a declaration of domestic
partnership, which includes
requirements such as sharing a residence, sharing
financial obligations and
being in a committed relationship for at least 6
months.
Opposite-sex domestic
partnerships are becoming
increasingly popular, while
marriage rates in the U.S.
continue to decline, according to data from The State
of Our Unions, an annual
report conducted by the National Marriage Project at
Rutgers University.
Under federal law, em-

Missed the moment?
The Hatchet has photos
available for sale.
www.hatchetphotos.com

ployer-provided health benefits for same or opposite-sex
domestic partners are counted as taxable income, which
means that employees with
domestic partners must pay
about $1,069 more a year in
taxes than married employees with the same coverage,
according to a 2007 report
by M.V. Lee Badgett, director of a research group that
studies sexual orientation
policy issues.
Some employers offer
extra compensation to cover the domestic partner tax.
Lemieux declined to comment on whether the University offers the tax compensation. u

HOUSING
from p. 1
RHA President David Glidden
said
Housing
Programs
approached him in November
about changing the process.
“We felt that it was an
unfair policy to begin with
and, in addition, the option
was not being widely used by
residents,” Glidden said.
Glidden added that he does
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LOANS
from p. 1
placed in difficult situations
with the recession.
“If it’s between paying
off your mortgage and repaying a student loan, most
people will pay off their
mortgage,” Glickman said.
Students who default on
federal loans can face tax
fines, lawsuits or see their
paycheck garnished.
Associate Vice President
for Financial Assistance Dan
Small said GW’s default
rates may be low because the
University sends warnings
to students reminding them
to factor loan payments into
their monthly bill cycle after
graduation.
“Basically, we are trying
to alert the student to pre-

CAREER
from p. 1
been improving steadily in
the last 3 years, which coincides with the date we decided to invest significant resources in our career services
and integrated the career education to our curriculum.”
Tarimcilar said the focus
of the business school career center is to set up relations with corporations that
target students in the business school, something the
University-wide task force
hopes to do with a number of
corporations in various fields
of study.
The task force is also recommending the incorpora-

not think eliminating the policy
will have a significant effect on
the iHousing process.
“Because few students have
taken advantage of this policy
in the past, we don’t believe
that it will affect housing
availability or assignments. The
primary effect of the removal
of the squatting policy is that
it makes the housing selection
process fairer for all students to
be assigned their top housing
choice,” Glidden said. u

pare [them] that after their
grace period the loan repayment will begin,” Small
said.
Many students also defer
payments by continuing with
their education, Small said.
Institutions with rates
higher than 30 percent starting in 2014 may face the risk
of cuts to federal loans or
Pell Grants.
The data mark a new
system for evaluating higher education institutions on
federal student loan default
rates by monitoring repayment in 3-year time blocks,
instead of the current 2-year
system.
“The government is trying to check whether the
students’ education is being
enhanced, whether they are
being able to get jobs and
pay off their loans,” Small
said. u

tion of alumni relations as a
way to connect current students with job opportunities
from GW graduates.
“Alumni will be informed
about the services in a more
effective way, and it will be
easier for them to access the
offerings,” Tarimcilar said.
“The entire culture will make
[students] think about their
careers earlier in their school
years and train them to be
ready for it in an effective
way.”
Tarimcilar said it is too
early into the recommendation process to estimate the
costs of forming individual
career centers and the future role of the current Career Center under such a
model. u

TUITION
from p. 1
Tuition levels remain fixed
for continuing students because of the University’s
fixed-tuition program.
The Board will approve
GW’s financial aid pool
at its meeting in May. The
University will ask for between $155 and $159 million in aid, Knapp said. u

Want to work for the Hatchet?
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Student may sign with recording label
Christian Ewing
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This Week in
GW History

10 years ago...

Ella Fitzgerald
cancels the winter
Commencement speech.

H

23 years ago...

SA Senate passed
resolution to erect a
GW statue in U Yard.

by joel goldberg
Hatchet Reporter

As winter break drew to a close
and the prospect of finding a job
at school faded, sophomore Drew
Bandos decided to create music.
Hence the solo project Is and Of
The was born.
Two months later, a job found
Bandos when Mush Records extended him an offer to sign.
“I sent e-mails to like 20 labels
or so, just based on, like, music I
listen to. I checked out what bands
I like, what labels they were on and
if they were accepting demos or
not,” Bandos said.
Bandos has not officially signed
with Mush. He said he is waiting
for his lawyer to look over the contract.

''

If I hear a song, I know
exactly when I wrote it
and how I was feeling
at the time.

''

Drew Bandos
Is and Of The

Is and Of The’s first album,
“Head Phased for Dreamless
Sleep,” features 11 songs written
by Bandos and performed with the
help of his friends.
Bandos, also known as “DJ
Banda Bear” on WRGW Radio, often records from his dorm room in
Ivory Tower.
Tiny red Christmas bulbs hang
near the ceiling. Pencil scrawls of
song lyrics adorn the bare sections
of wall surrounding a fabric tapestry, its swirling greens and blues
engulfing pale orange circles. Sitting at the kitchen table, a female
mannequin, clad in a cheetah-skin
dress and full makeup, fastens her
plastic eyes on the front doorway.
The atmosphere of Bandos’ dorm

Michelle Rattinger | PHOTO Editor

Sophomore Drew Bandos started Is and Of The, a musical endeavor recently picked up by Mush Records, which hopes to release Bandos' first album in June.

room reflects the tone of his songs,
which at times range from rich and
elegant to stark and unnerving.
“If I hear a song, I know exactly when I wrote it and how I was
feeling at the time. So, it was very
personal for a while,” Bandos said
of his music. “They’re like journal
entries.”
The album is set to be released
by Mush Records in June and will
be exactly as it is now, “but a little
louder,” according to Bandos' website. The album has been available
on the website since January and
over 240 free downloads have been

made since Bandos uploaded it.
Although he does not expect to
make money from the album – the
first album is mostly about publicity, he said — Bandos said he felt
uncomfortable removing the album
as a free download.
“When I reworked these songs,
I did that with the knowledge that
I’d be distributing this no matter
how many people were getting it,”
Bandos said.
Bandos attributed much of the
album’s success to unrehearsed
performances from Alex Ocko,
Bryan Antell, Tom Anthony and

Joe Hoban — students from Drexel
University and University of the
Arts in Philadelphia. Sophomore
Catherine Finsness designed the
cover art for the album.
Some of them met for the first
time during the album’s production. Bandos believes this collaboration lent a sense of authenticity to
the “solo-ish” project.
Bandos uses a sort of free-flow
of ideas when crafting music, as
well as when he’s writing short
stories for his English and creative
writing major.
“I never really sit down to write

a story,” Bandos said. “I kind of will
just write a phrase or a sentence that
I like in my notebook during class,
and that kind of will just sit there
for months and then a few months
later, I will think of something to go
along with that, and then it all just
kind of layers on top of it.”
Bandos has something more
collaborative in mind for the band’s
future. He would prefer that all
members have a chance to contribute to the writing process.
“I see it as like a precursor of
what we’d do in the future,” he
said. u
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of life

Romance tastes like...

What's the

Deal

4-RIDE and alcohol

WITH
by caroline bowman
Features Editor

Whether you’re intoxicated and need
a ride home or you’re just trying to get a
quick ride back to campus with a bottle
of booze in your backpack, 4-RIDE is prepared to deal with you.
University Police Department Chief
Kevin Hay said the 4-RIDE drivers are
trained to call an officer if a passenger is
clearly intoxicated.
“If someone smells of alcohol, that’s not
going to trigger anything, but if someone is
falling down drunk then they’re probably
going to call for an officer,” he said
In cases where a student is considered
too intoxicated, the police chief says 4-RIDE
drivers would, “call for an officer to come
and check them out.” If the passenger is
determined to be all right, the passenger
would be allowed to take 4-RIDE home.

But 4-RIDE doesn’t only consider its
inebriated passengers. The drivers must
also take into account what the passengers are bringing into the cars — especially
when it comes to alcohol.
“Essentially, you can bring [alcohol] on
if you’re 21 and it’s a sealed container,” Hay
said.
An open container of alcohol in a moving vehicle is against the law and will not
be allowed in a 4-RIDE vehicle, but Hay
says passengers who have a closed container and are of age may ride.
“As an example, if you were taking a
bag of groceries home and you’re 21 and
there’s a bottle... sticking out of the top,
that’s not a problem,” Hay said.
While drivers are allowed to judge inebriation and offer rides to students with
closed containers of alcohol, 4-RIDE is not
a taxi service to and from bars.
“This isn’t about enabling drinking. It’s
about a safe way of moving around campus,” Hay said. “The purpose of 4-RIDE is
to provide a safe way home. It’s not to enable people to go out and drink.”
–Shivan Sarna contributed to this article.

Like sex?

The Hatchet is looking for
columnists to write
about love and sex.

meat-haters on campus will
agree with me. We love that hot
piece of chicken on the dance
floor. We love that great cutlet
buying everyone drinks on a
bar tab. We love the way chicken makes us feel after a lousy
night with a playful text, “Wanna chill?” And the way chicken
always saves us a spot in the loquacious 6th floor study rooms
in Gelman. Putting it simply?
Chicken rocks.

''

Photo illustration by Marie McGrory

Students are allowed to bring closed containers of alcohol onto 4-RIDE if they are 21, but UPD
Chief Kevin Hay says the service is not a taxi ride to enable drinking.

Most of my friends’ parents are
It started with a cheese- divorced. And it goes without
burger. The McDonalds on Cal- saying that nearly all of the 20
ifornia and 15th was the Von and 30-somethings I know are
Stuben and Mather
in non-committed
high schools’ hang
relationships.
out. He was a rebelThe fact of the
lious and cunning
matter is the datAli Peters
baseball stud. She
ing world we manwas a quiet and shy
age to survive in is
ballerina with slendrastically differder features, big blue eyes and ent than the one our parents’
long brown hair. They were in- grew up in.
stantly attracted to each other.
We are playing a dating
They dated throughout their game where anything and everylast year of high school. They thing goes. At a time where Luv,
stayed together for 3 and a half Lov Ya, LUHHUUV you, and I
years while they attended the Love You have subtle yet comUniversity of Illinois, sharing pletely different connotations,
study rooms, their love for a and the all-deciding ‘relationship
good book and a Tom Collins talk’ has been replaced by the
on a Saturday night. She fell in much easier, not to mention less
love and he, preoccupied with awkward, Facebook relationship
his studies, broke it off. He status update (as if to say: Click
broke her heart.
once if single!), it follows that the
Flash forward 13 years to rules have changed for Valena scene more perfect than a tine’s Day as well.
Match.com testimony. They
Where there used to be "In
bump into each other on Michi- a Relationship" and "Not in a
gan Avenue in Chicago. He, Relationship," a third category,
a celebrated young lawyer at a bit more capricious, exists —
a local firm, had another girl "Chicken-loving." Of all places,
stealthily attached to his arm. I heard about this category from
They exchanged pleasantries; an Orthodox Jewish matchmakshe walked away. Two weeks er in Jerusalem. Gila Manolson,
later he asked her on a date. She author of the prophetic datscreamed at him, he couldn’t ing advice book, "The Magic
wait until it was over. A year Touch," writes, “I love chicken.
passed and he tried again — But when I say that, what am I
one last date with an old flame. really saying? I’m saying that I
They got married 3 months love the way chicken makes me
later. February 14th marks my feel when I eat it. I don’t love
parents’ 25th Valentine’s Day the chicken. If I loved the chicktogether.
en, I wouldn’t eat it! I love the
Love stories don’t happen way I feel when I eat chicken.
in real life. They belong in raun- In other words, ‘I love chicken,’
chy paperbacks and old Holly- means 'I love myself.' ”
wood Doris Day films. My parG-dub loves chicken. I have
ents' story is one of the very few no doubt the vegetarians, vegexceptions to this steadfast rule. ans, extreme dieters and any

Love stories don't
happen in real life.
They belong in
raunchy paperbacks
and old Hollywood
Doris Day films.

''

As my friends sign themselves up for another all-girl
sobfest with whatever Ryan
Phillipe movie is melting
hearts this week or a night of
bro’n’ out catching up on last
weekend’s Super Bowl highlight reel (again), I find that a
little chicken lovin’ dominates
this February. So whether you
are catching a romantic dinner in Georgetown, or hitting
up the singles scene at Thirds,
enjoy the love this Valentine’s
Day — even if it is a moment
with a smokin’ hot piece of
‘chicken.’ u
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GWorld Merchants &
Super Saver Coupons
Every Monday - The GW Hatchet
Use your GWorld at these locations or cut out the appropriate coupon and save on
purchases from area businesses.

TO BE INCLUDED IN THIS SPECIAL PROMOTION, CONACT YOUR SALES REP OR CALL (202) 994-7682
DEADLINE FOR MERCHANTS PAGE: Prior Thursday, 4pm

Call NOW!! - Limited Number of Participants - Call NOW!!
JOBS

Services

Young Lawyer Needs Personal
Assistant
Lives near/on GW campus.
Needs help with laundry, light
cleaning, etc.
4-5 hrs/wk $20/hr (flexible)
email patentVal@gmail.com if
interested.

I specialize in supporting
college students. If you'd
like to reduce stress, develop better relationships or
improve time management,
please contact me. Georgetown Waterfront office.Page
Thomas, LICSW WWW.
PageRThomas.com
202-258-2122

COOP Living/ COOP Housing
We are finding people who
share same philosophy, spirit,
vision and ideology to bring
change in the world. Our members will live under the same
roof and share lives. Please visit
us:
http://on.fb.me/fFLX2v
http://www.meetup.com/Composure
Contact us: 571-354-0877
composure.coop@gmail.com

Sports

Louis Nelson
Sports Editor
lnelson@gwhatchet.com

Number
crunch
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Elizabeth Traynor
Contributing Sports Editor
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The number of minutes that junior
Tara Booker played Saturday
afternoon in GW's win over UMass.

Colonials complete UMass sweep
woMEN'S BASKETBALL GW 62, umass 46

MEN'S BASKETBALL GW 59, umass 51

GW uses strong second half to earn win
by elizabeth traynor
Contributing Editor

francis rivera | contributing editor

Sophomore Danni Jackson tied for the team lead in points Saturday with 16 in 37 minutes of
action against the Minutewomen. Three Colonials played at least 35 minutes in the GW win.

Colonials adjusting to short bench
by LOUIS NELSON
Sports Editor

When the injury bug bit the women’s basketball team early in the season,
the Colonials weren’t quite ready for it.
With as many as five players sitting on
the bench in sweats, other players were
forced to play through nagging injuries
that they otherwise would have been able
to keep off of, while the few healthy bodies GW still had racked up minutes faster
than head coach Mike Bozeman would
have liked.
The toll the injuries took on the team
was obvious in its record. Between Dec. 15
and Jan. 29, the Colonials lost 11 straight
games and were tied for dead last in the
conference after opening Atlantic 10 play
0-6.
But since winning their first A-10
game of the season a week and a half ago,
the tide has turned for the team, which
beat Massachusetts 62-46 Saturday for its
third win in its last four games. The injury
situation hasn’t changed much for GW
(8-16, 3-7 A-10), with four players sitting
on the bench Saturday against the Minutewomen. Instead, head coach Mike Bozeman said, it’s been his players that have
changed, adjusting to the grind of playing
on a team with a short bench.
“I thought that was more of a complete
game that we’re shooting for. I think we’re
getting a lot done in practice with understanding on how it’s best for us to play
and I think the girls are doing a great job
of executing that,” Bozeman said. “I think
the mental toughness category, which concerned me the most early in the season, I
think we’ve made a long stride towards
getting a lot better in that area.”
Three players played 35 minutes or
more Saturday against UMass, and all but
one played at least 15 minutes. Sophomore
guard Danni Jackson tied for the team lead
in points Saturday with 16 in her 37 minutes of action against the Minutewomen.
Junior guard Tara Booker, who has dealt
with lingering injuries for much of the
season after sitting out most of last season
with a knee injury, recorded her fourth career double-double of the season with 16
points and 10 rebounds in a team-record
38 minutes.
“There’s no way she was supposed to
play 38 minutes. We were wondering if
she was gonna get through shoot around,
and she played 38 minutes,” Bozeman
said of Booker. “And it’s not just her. She’s
an example. Danni is nursing some injuries and Tiana Myers is nursing injuries.
Ivy Abiona, we had to give her yesterday’s

H

Watch the Colonials take
down the Minutewomen
Saturday.
www.gwhatchet.com

practice off.”
Booker has been one of the Colonials’
more consistent scorers this season, putting up double-digit points in four of GW’s
last six contests, despite dealing with lessthan-cooperative knees.
“A big part of the end of the season
is about playing through it right now for
me,” Booker said. “I sat all season last
year, I don’t want to sit out anything else
right now. I’m just getting used to playing
through some pain.”
Booker and her teammates also got
a boost from the crowd early in the second half, when Bozeman, unhappy with
some foul calls that had gone against his
team, pumped up the crowd by waving
his hands in the air, eliciting some of the
loudest cheers of the day for GW.
“I just thought that, we’re at home,
and we got those kind of calls that went
against us. And they’re kind of tough
calls, I don’t want to say they were bad
calls. They were tough calls, that’s about
as far as I’ll go with it,” Bozeman said.
“I just felt like the team could use a little
adrenaline from the crowd, and sometimes it feels like the crowd kind of forgets that we’re the home team. So I just
wanted to pump us up. I was pumped up,
and that was my way of expressing my
frustration with the referees... I thought it
pumped the team up, I thought it gave us
a good lift right there, so I appreciate the
hometown crowd. They really helped us
out in that stretch.”
Bozeman and the Colonials will take
their newfound momentum into one of the
toughest stretches of GW’s schedule, during which it will face two of the top teams
in the A-10 over the final four conference
games of the season. His team likely won’t
be healthy for the remainder of the season,
but Bozeman said he feels like his team is
headed in the right direction as it moves
into a crucial stretch.
“I’m just impressed, and pretty much
touched, by all the effort that my team is
giving me right now, and I couldn’t ask for
anything more,” Bozeman said. “I’ll go to
battle with these girls night in, night out
anytime, any day of the week.”
GW will be back in action Wednesday
night at the Smith Center against undefeated-in-conference Temple. Tip-off is set
for 7 p.m. u

AMHERST, Mass. - It’s a sight
that men’s basketball fans have
grown accustomed to this season: the Colonials splitting the
game in half and playing just
20 minutes of good basketball.
It's a pattern that has typically
resulted in GW losses for much
of the season.
It was more or less the
same story for GW Sunday
against Massachusetts, only
with a different ending. The
Colonials struggled to score in
one half and managed to find
the basket in the second, but
Sunday’s game came with a
twist: Instead of leading early
and faltering late, GW found
its legs and took charge in the
second half en route to a 59-51
win over the Minutemen.
While GW (13-12, 6-5 Atlantic 10) managed to escape with
a victory, things looked bleak
for the Colonials for nearly the
entire first half. GW scored just
18 first-half points and was
limited to four points over the
game’s first 13 and a half minutes. Junior guard Tony Taylor,
the leading scorer for the Colonials, had just three points
before halftime, evidence of
the defensive scheme UMass
employed to slow down GW.
“In the first half, it took us
out of our offensive fluidity
because they were really denying Tony the ball,” head coach
Karl Hobbs said.
In addition to their lack of
success offensively, the Colonials were also taken by surprise by UMass’s range from
beyond the arc. Coming into
Sunday’s game, the Minutemen were ranked as the worst
three-point shooting team in
the A-10, but UMass managed
to use back-to-back threes
early in the first half to create
a comfortable lead and create
some early momentum to keep

"I basically thought to
myself that we better
pick it up or we're
going to lose this
game."
Dwayne smith
Forward
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GW at bay.
“We just told them to finish plays. We thought we had
some really good looks, and
[sophomore forward David]
Pellom misses a layup and it’s
almost like somebody’s taking
a pin and taking the air out of
us,” Hobbs said. “The thing we
told them is, continue to play
defense, continue to rebound,
continue to play hard.”
Once the second half
started though, the Colonials
looked like a different team,
shooting 46.2 percent from
the floor in the second half,
nearly double their shooting
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Sophomore forward David Pellom and the Colonials won their first
game on the road Saturday at UMass since January of 2004.

percentage from the first half.
GW slowly reeled in the Minutemen over the game’s final
20 minutes before using a late
15-0 run to bury UMass.
GW made its offensive
run in the second half largely
on the backs of sophomore
forward Dwayne Smith and
freshman forward Nemanja
Mikic. Smith recorded his
second double-double of the
season with 14 points and 10
rebounds, but it was Mikic,
who scored 20 points and hit
six three-pointers Sunday, who
kept the Colonials in the game
and ultimately helped to push
them ahead late.
“They were the difference
in the game. Every big play to
be had, it was either Dwanye’s
getting the big rebound offensively or defensively, or him
making a terrific play inside.
And then Nemanja obviously
made the big shots to take us
up three, which was huge,”
Hobbs said.
Smith, the team’s second
leading scorer this season, said
his individual performance
as well as the team’s secondhalf performance in general,
was the product of an attitude
change coming out of halftime.
“When I took the court,
I basically thought to myself
that we better pick it up, or
we’re going to lose this game,”
Smith said. “In the huddle, in
the changing room, we all got
together and told each other to

pick it up, because we need to
win.”
The Colonials also adjusted
their defense in the second half,
double and sometimes tripleteaming UMass’ top scorers,
limiting the Minutemen to a
30.4 shooting percentage from
the field and forcing 19 turnovers throughout the game.
GW effectively rendered top
UMass scorer Anthony Gurley
ineffective, holding him to just
seven points Sunday.
“We wanted to make
sure whenever Gurley came
anywhere near the ball, we
[were] going to shadow him
all game,” Hobbs said. “We
picked up our aggressiveness
on defense, particularly on
pressure.”
Free throws were once
again a sore spot for GW,
which shot just 35.3 percent
from the line against UMass.
Happy with the win though,
Hobbs didn’t seem especially
concerned with his team’s
free throw shooting after the
game.
“I think we’ve just got to
focus at that line,” he said,
adding, “I’m going to chalk it
up to a little fatigue on those
free throws.”
GW will have almost the
entire week off from games
following its win over the Minutemen. The Colonials will get
back into action next Saturday
on the road in Philadelphia
against La Salle. Tip-off is set
for 7 p.m. u

